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TUCKAWAY 

STAPLES 

Millions of Tuckaway Staples have been installed though-out Australia, 
NZ, the USA and Europe, and they’ve become an industry standard for 
removable vineyard foliage wires, along with applications in fruit 
trellising and fencing. 

They’re long lasting 4mm galvanized steel and twin barbed legs provide 
excellent retention in timber (also suitable for recycled plastic posts). 
With more versatility than U-staples, Tuckaway is the most cost-
effective moveable wire solution. 

Consistent installation to a predetermined depth is achieved using the 
Tuckaway Pneumatic Driver or with a hammer and the Tuckaway Hand 
Driver (see following pages). 



The Tuckaway Pneumatic Driver provides a robust method for the rapid  
Installation of the Tuckaway Staple using compressed air.  The kit is 
comprised of the well-proven Trax chisel gun (by Kawasaki) Pneumatic 
Driver Head to suit the Tuckaway Staple, a Tool Retaining Spring, and 
quality brass air hose fittings (3/8” BSP nut & tail and 3/8” BSP nipple). 

The Pneumatic Driver requires a compressor of modest capability (6 or 7 
cfm is adequate) and runs at 100psi.  Tuckaway carries a full range of 
spares for the Pneumatic Driver and maintenance and repairs can be 
carried out by most users with only simple tools.  The supplied fittings 
are recommended due to the vibration and to maximise airflow. 

Pneumatic Driver Heads are available individually and suit generic 
pneumatic chisel guns with a 10mm ((3/8”) round bore, although we 
recommend the Trax unit due to its solid construction and serviceability. 



The Tuckaway Hand Driver is useful as either an entry-level or small 
scale installation tool, as well as being invaluable to users who want a 
convenient portable alternative to Pneumatic installation for touch-up or 
post replacement jobs. 

The tool consists of a heat treated sliding dolly milled from special high 
strength steel, which holds the Tuckaway Staple firmly.  The steel  
T-shaped handle isolates the hand from the hammer impact and allows
accurate level installation.  The face of the dolly acts as a depth stop,
providing consistent depth installation every time.  The two parts are
retained by replaceable elastic.

Increased personal safety is a benefit as the staple cannot fly out of the 
tool and the user’s thumb and fingers are well away from the hammer 
impact. 

While the Hand Driver is simple, robust and long-lasting, all replacement 
parts are available. 



Although Tuckaway does not make U-staples, many customers asked if 
the ease and speed of the Pneumatic Driver could be applied to their 
fixed wire stapling needs.   

In response, we now offer a U-staple Pneumatic Driver Head.  Featuring 
a cutaway to avoid damaging the captive wire, it suits most common U-
staples and is directly interchangeable with the Tuckaway head.   

It’s available individually or as part of a complete Pneumatic Driver Kit 



Product List 

S59mm Tuckaway Staple (per 1000)
***Quantity discounts available***

PD Pneumatic Driver (kit)
(Includes gun, pneumatic driver head, tool retaining 

spring, brass nut & tail/nipple, instructions) 

PDH Pneumatic Driver Head 

PDNF Pneumatic Driver (no fittings) 

PDV Pneumatic Driver Valve Assembly 

HD Hand Driver 

HDE Hand Driver Elastic 

TRS Tool Retaining Spring 

TRK Trigger Kit Assembly 

UPDH U-Staple Pneumatic Driver Head
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